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TIL SEMIN CAMP

From Kongra Star Diplomacy Information Committee and Women Defend Rojava campaign.

The camp is 3 kilometres west of the town of Til Semin, about 35 kilometres from Raqqa on the 
road to Ayn Îsa. The camp is comprised of displaced people from Girê Spî and Serêkaniyê. At the 
moment there are almost 200 families staying there, including more than 500 children.  Every day 
ten or fifteen new families arrive at the camp.

The Autonomous Administration is trying to meet all the needs of the camp, with help from the 
Kurdish Red Crescent. However due to the ongoing unstable situation in North and East Syria this 
is a very difficult task, and in general they are not able to fulfill many of the needs. This is also 
because there is no help from international organisations.

We interviewed the camp coordinator, and he explained the situation in the camp to us.



“We built up this camp in the beginning of the occupation, according the situation the area was 
going through with so many families made refugees from war and atrocities. Families from Silok,  
Girê Spî and Serêkaniyê are all staying here. More families arrive every day, and what we have isn’t
enough to cover the needs of the camp. We are out of blankets and mattesses. Families who arrived 
in the camp today are sitting on the ground without them.

We try as much as we can to find everything the camp needs, but you can go around the camp and 
see for yourself the conditions for the families, and see how their morale is. They say its enough 
that they can at least rest their heads and know they are somewhere safe and secure, because most 
of them have escaped from the fascist Turkish occupation. Most of them had taxes extorted from 
them by Turkey, they saw looting of houses, theft, and after everything they saw they just ran. No 
one could stop the gangs, and their goals were to rob and loot everything. When families went and 
complained, they always said “we don’t know anything about it, it must be some other group.” 
Because all the groups were different, families didn’t know what was going on, who was stealing 
and looting, who all the gangs were.

Every gang member was doing whatever they wanted, and no one could stop them, and so the 
people ran from this oppression. From this “Free Army”, who know nothing of freedom. Everyone 
who has worked for the Autonomous Administration is getting locked up. Just having an identity 
card from the Autonomous Administration was enough to be locked up.
There’s no health centre in the camp, and just one Kurdish Red Crescent ambulance for 
emergencies. We need health professionals in the camp, to deal with the sick.
Until now the water system in the camp is not set up. The Autonomous Administration is working 
on it now and toilets and water butts are also being built. Up until now we’ve brought water to the 
camp by tanker, sent from the municipality.

In society education on values and ethics had been made really well. Systems of education are 
essential in life. But until now here we don’t have any institutions for education, not even for youth 
or for children. There’s not even a school in the camp.
The essentials in the camp are so few, like blankets, mattresses, stoves, carpets and so on.
I call out to all human rights organisations to support our camp, because our situation here is very 
bad. 

I call out to regional and national powers to stop the Turkish occupation and defend against it, 
because this occupation is the reason for the terrible situation the families in this camp are living.
In my name and in the name of all these families, I demand the situation in all of Syria be resolved, 
because we are tired of running, being displaced, becoming refugees, out of our places. A political 
solution for a multicultural and pluralist Syria must be found, to fulfill the needs of society, which 
has had its guts ripped and sacrificed so much.
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